Vin (Melvin) I am so pleased to share how much Vin has brought so much happiness and joy to our lives... He has a new best friend my Carin Terrier Misty age 17! Month every morning we go to patio I start my day with coffee and watch them chase squirrels and am so grateful he came to me scared n did never growl or bark but dog taught him to mark by his eighth day thought I would never hear a sound n now he loves to be held and cannot stop kidding me at night they only quarrel my dogs have is whom gets to sleeps closes to me so after amount 10 mins I usually sleep in middle n one on each side or when at my shoulder cause Misty does not give in so Bin decided to sleep by my head above me n beat her being closed to me

Appreciation n grateful Mona Arizola

Vin absolutely is the happiest dog in the world and I am so pleased to have adopted him he lives in house n plays when he wants outside mostly loves being in the house n now has dozens of toys he did not even know how to jump on my bed my Misty taught over a month lol

Best regards Mona